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Its last seance, and also the last session of its more learned
sister, the Acad&nie des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres, was held
in 1793. These royal societies could not survive the execution
of the King; they were partially refounded in 1795, but not
completely set up again with their old names until 1816. The
Abb6 Morellet, the friend of Turgot and translator of Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations, the last Director of the old Acad&nie,
survived into the Consulate, Empire, and even into the Bour-
bon Restoration. Dying in 1819, at the age of ninety-two, this
perfect example of the eighteenth-century pkttosophe could
contemplate the restored Acad&nie still retaining something
of the old douceur de mvre}-
Although de Tocqueville says that already before the Revo-
lution Paris was drawing everything in France to itself, there
was still interesting social life in the provinces. There was an
academy of learned men at Dijon, another at Besan£on, another
at Nancy and elsewhere. Provincial * capitals * were a charm-
ing feature of eighteenth-century life. " When Edinburgh was
as far from London as Vienna is to-day it was natural—it was
inevitable—that it should be the centre of a local civilization
which, while it remained politically and linguistically British,
developed a colour and character of its own. In France there
was the same pleasant phenomenon. Bordeaux, Toulouse, Aix-
en-Provence—up to tie end of the eighteenth century each
was, in truth, a capital, where a peculiar culture had grown
up that was at once French and idiosyncratic." The tradition
of local culture lingered into the succeeding age, and can just
be discerned in Balzac's stories, but it died out, or laigdy
died out, with the developmmt of railways, telephones,
and the metropolitan Press. Yet aristocratic streets of the
anden regime are still to be found—for instance, in Dijon—
the houses "so solid and yet so vivacious, with their
cobbled courts and coloured tiles," withdrawn into tranquil
resignation.2
1 For Renault, divots, and philosopher in the Acad&nie see Grimm,
Memaires (ed. 1814), vol. i, pp. 112-116,163-168.
1 Lytton Stradbey, Portraits in Miniature, pp. 70-71.
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